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ABSTRACT  

Nanotopography with length scales of the order of extracellular matrix elements offers the 

possibility of regulating cell behavior. Investigation of the impact of nanotopography on cell 

response has been limited by inability to precisely control geometries, especially at high spatial 

resolutions, and across practically large areas. In this paper, we demonstrate well-controlled and 

periodic nanopillar arrays of silicon and investigate their impact on osteogenic differentiation of 

human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs). Silicon nanopillar arrays with critical dimensions in 

the range of 40-200 nm, exhibiting standard deviations below 15% across full wafers were 

realized using self-assembly of block copolymer colloids. Immunofluorescence and quantitative 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) measurements reveal clear dependence of osteogenic 

differentiation of hMSCs on the diameter and periodicity of the arrays. Further, the 

differentiation of hMSCs was found to be dependent on the age of the donor. While osteoblastic 

differentiation was found to be promoted by the pillars with larger diameters and heights 

independent of donor age, they were found to be different for different spacings. Pillar arrays 

with smaller pitch promoted differentiation from a young donor, while a larger spacing promoted 

those of an old donor. These findings can contribute for the development of personalized 

treatments of bone diseases, namely novel implant nanostructuring depending on patient age. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of a material with biological tissues is known to impact initial protein 

adsorption on its surface and the subsequent cell response, namely its adhesion, proliferation or 

death.1,2 Cell-material interface can be therefore seen as a complex system comprising three main 

players: material, molecules on its surface, and adherent cells. The understanding of this 

interplay at the length scales of cells (microscale) or even molecules (nanoscale) is of extreme 

interest for the improvement of implants used in dentistry or orthopedics, the improvement of the 

properties of other biomaterials, and the understanding of in vivo cell microenvironment.3 In 

particular for bone tissue engineering studies, hMSCs are promising candidates due to their 

ability to proliferate and to differentiate into various lineages, including osteoblastic lineage.4 

The interaction of a cell with a material topography was first observed in 1911 by Harrison, and 

it has been investigated at different scale regimes since then.5,6 Nanostructures including holes, 

posts and grooves have been shown to elicit specific cell responses on several cell types, namely 

fibroblasts, neurons and osteoblasts without the need of additional growth factors or other 

chemical cues.7  

hMSC differentiation potential has been shown to evolve with donor age.8,9 Aging is known to 

be responsible for lower proliferation rate, greater extent of senescence and apoptosis.10–12 

Hence, the possible clinical use of MSCs from elderly people to treat bone diseases, such as 

osteoporosis, may be impaired by such drawbacks. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, the 

investigation of osteogenic differentiation of MSCs from donors of different age on nanoscale 

topographies has not been performed. Since it is understood that material nanostructuring can 

convey specific cues to lead to a specific cell behavior, we investigated osteoblastic 
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differentiation of hMSCs on nanopillar arrays for young and old donors to have an insight on 

how such surfaces can be utilized to control cell differentiation according to patient age. 

As previously referred, conflicting findings concerning the impact of nanotopographies on cell 

response are found in the literature, which can probably be related with the use of different cell 

culture protocols, regulating hMSC fate in different ways. In this study, we investigated the 

influence of controlled nanopillar arrays per se on the differentiation of hMSCs into the 

osteoblastic lineage. Cells were cultured on the nanostructured samples in a basal medium to 

avoid the influence of any other parameter besides topography. The fabrication of the nanoscale 

pillar arrays was based on the self-assembly of amphiphilic diblock-copolymers (BCPs) allowing 

the creation of polymeric masks for lithography. These micelle-based templates are an attractive 

alternative to other lithographic techniques, namely electron-beam lithography, due to their ease 

of formation on large surfaces, orthogonal control over geometric variables in steps down to 5% 

of their mean value, short processing times, lower costs, and compatibility with a wide range of 

substrates.13–16  Few studies showed the application of BCP self-assembly for the investigation of 

cell behavior, either for an accurate control of the presentation of molecules influencing cell 

adhesion or differentiation to the cells in culture, or for understanding the impact of nanoscale 

topographies on cells.17–23 Sjöstrom and McNamara have used BCP reverse micelles to create 

masks for the selective anodization of titanium surfaces, translating the polymeric template into 

the titanium sample, to study the impact of nanopillar height on the differentiation of hMSCs.20–

22 The nanopillars fabricated were distributed in a hexagonal array, and their top diameter was 

directly related with the diameter of the block copolymer micelles. The authors reported that 

titania pillars with diameters of 20 to 30 nm and 15 nm height are able to promote osteogenic 

differentiation of hMSCs cultured in basal medium, independently of feature separation (30 to 
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105 nm) and organization.20–22 Contrarily, pillars of titania with larger dimensions (200 nm 

diameter, 450 nm spacing, 180 nm height) showed a positive impact on the osteodifferentiation 

of hMSCs in a work performed by de Peppo et al.23 It is worth noting that similar to the 

previously referred works of Oh and Park, the composition of cell culture media used were not 

the same, which may be one of the causes for divergences in the attained results. Whereas 

Sjöstrom and McNamara used a basal medium for hMSC culture, de Peppo used an osteogenic 

differentiation medium.20–23 There is still the need to continue investigating which geometric 

dimension (width, height, spacing) has more impact over hMSC behavior, particularly regarding 

osteogenic differentiation. With this aim, nanoscale pillar arrays with fine-tunable dimensions 

and quasi-hexagonal distribution were fabricated on silicon substrates and used for the culture of 

hMSCs for investigation of their impact on cell fate. Even though titanium and its alloys are the 

most common options as materials for bone implants due to their high biocompatibility and good 

mechanical properties, silicon was selected as model substrate for this study.24 The extensive 

development of techniques for silicon structuration in electronics, its ease of patterning 

compared with titanium, together with its good biocompatibility make it a more appropriate 

choice of material for the fabrication of features with characteristic dimensions of a few 

nanometers. The influence of silicon nanostructures on cell behavior was studied by 

immunofluorescence and RT-qPCR. Such techniques allowed the evaluation of expression of 

markers related with osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs, namely runt-related transcription 

factor 2 (Runx2), and type I collagen (COL1A1), expressed during early differentiation; 

osteopontin (OPN), and osteocalcin (OCN), expressed in late differentiation.25 
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METHODS 

Materials. Polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) (Mw 55000-b-50000 g/mol 

and 248000-b-195000 g/mol, polydispersity indexes 1.05 and 1.08 respectively) were purchased 

from Polymer Source Inc (Montreal, Canada) and used without further purification. All solvents 

and surfactants were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, unless stated otherwise. Prime grade silicon 

wafers with a thermally grown silicon dioxide layer of 25 nm thickness were acquired from 

Siegert Wafer (Aachen, Germany). hMSCs from bone marrow and osteogenic differentiation 

medium were acquired from PromoCell (Heidelberg, Germany). Basal culture medium αMEM 

and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were purchased from Gibco, ThermoFisher Scientific (France). All 

the reagents used in DNA digestion and RNA retrotranscription were acquired from 

ThermoFisher Scientific. The primers used for RT-qPCR were acquired at Sigma-Aldrich, 

whereas SsoAdvanced™ Universal SYBR® Green Supermix was purchased from Bio-Rad. 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) and sample mounting media with DAPI (Fluoroshield™ with 

DAPI) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The primary antibody against Runx2 was purchased 

from Cell Signaling Technology Europe (Netherlands). Primary antibodies against OPN, Sox9, 

COL2A1 were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (USA). Primary antibodies against 

PPAR-  and adiponectin were purchased from Abcam (France). Secondary antibodies were 

acquired from Invitrogen, ThermoFisher Scientific. 

Nanopillar fabrication. Si substrates with 25 nm of thermally grown oxide layers (25nm 

SiO2/Si) were cleaned by exposing them to oxygen plasma reactive ion etching (PlasmaTherm 

790 RIE, FL, USA) at low DC bias, followed by use of carbon dioxide snow jet to any small 

sized particles prior to nanopillar preparation. Silicon nanopillar arrays were prepared using 

protocol described by Krishnamoorthy and coworkers.13 Briefly, quasi-hexagonally ordered 
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copolymer template with desired periodicity were obtained on 25 nm SiO2/Si by spin coating 

copolymer reverse micelle films from m-Xylene solutions.  The substrates were then subjected to 

brief Ar/O2 plasma descumming (18 sccm Ar / 2 sccm O2, 4 mTorr, 4 W) for descumming the 

thin layer of polystyrene between the features, and subsequently transferred into thermal oxide 

layer by CHF3/Ar (12 sccm CHF3 / 38 sccm Ar, at -90 ℃, 30 mTorr, 200 W) and then into Si by 

SF6/O2 plasma (50 sccm SF6 / 10 sccm O2, 10 mTorr, 25 W). Any remaining silica mask was 

removed by chemical etching with hydrofluoric acid (2% v/v). The attained polymeric arrays as 

well as the nanopillar arrays were characterized in detail by AFM (Innova, Bruker, MA, USA) 

and SEM (FIB-SEM, Helios 650, FEI Company, OR, USA). 

XPS characterization. Samples were characterized by XPS to confirm that surface chemistry 

was identical on all surfaces. A K-Alpha (XPS system (ThermoFisher Scientific) with a 

monochromated AlKα source was utilized at 100 W, spot size of 400 µm. For each condition, 5 

regions were analyzed to confirm the uniformity of the surface treatment. 

Cell culture. Nanopillar chips were sterilized in 70% ethanol overnight prior to their use as 

substrates for cell culture. hMSCs from bone marrow from two donors of 36 or of 65 years old 

were seeded at passage five on the prepared samples at an initial density of 104 cells/cm2. During 

the first 4 hours, cells were kept in serum-free medium to ensure cell interaction directly to the 

material surface, and incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2. Afterwards, medium was changed to αMEM 

completed with 10% FBS, afterwards referred to as basal medium. Culture medium was replaced 

twice a week, and hMSCs were cultured for 2 weeks. Protein and gene expression were 

investigated by immunofluorescence assays and RT-qPCR.  

Immunofluorescence assays. Immunostaining was performed after 2 weeks of cell culture to 

investigate the expression of osteogenic markers. Cells were fixed with paraformaldehyde (4%), 
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permeabilized with Triton-X 100 (0.5%) and ice-cold methanol. To avoid non-specific 

interactions, samples were incubated with BSA (1%). Samples were subsequently incubated with 

primary antibodies for 1 hour at 37 °C. After washing with Tween-20 (0.05%), samples were 

incubated for 1 hour at γ7 °C with the secondary antibodies IgG coupled with AlexaFluor™ 488 

or IgG coupled with AlexaFluor™ 647. Samples were again washed with a solution of Tween-20 

(0.05%) and mounted and counterstained with DAPI. Samples were observed using an 

epifluorescence microscope Leica DM5500B. Immunofluorescence assays for investigation of 

osteoblastic differentiation (Runx2 and OPN) were performed for n=3, considering the 

expression of at least 100 cells per sample. Adipogenic (PPAR-  and adiponectin) and 

chondrogenic (Sox9 and COL2A1) differentiation, the assays were only performed once (n=1), 

and the fluorescence signal was measured in 20 cells per sample. 

RT-qPCR. Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN), and genomic DNA 

was removed using TURBO DNA-free kit. Isolated RNA was quantified using a NanoDrop 1000 

(ThermoFisher Scientific) and RNA integrity was assessed using an Agilent bioanalyzer 2100 

with a RNA 6000 Nano kit (Agilent, USA). cDNA was synthesized from 500 ng of total RNA 

with the help of random primers and Maxima Reverse Transcriptase. RNA retrotranscription 

reaction included two main steps: incubation at 50 °C for 1 hour, followed by an incubation at 72 

°C for 15 min.  Aliquots of cDNA underwent dye-based RT-qPCR for the study of four genes 

(primers listed in Table 1). RT-qPCR was performed using 4 ng of cDNA, and primers at a 

concentration of 500 nM, for a final volume of 10 μL. RT-qPCR was performed using a CFX 

Connect™ Real-Time PCR System (Bio-Rad), using two genes of reference: RPC53 and PPIA. 

Forty PCR amplification cycles were performed for each experiment, and consisted on 

incubating the solution at 95 °C for 5 s, followed by an incubation at 60 °C for 10 s.  Cq values 
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for the genes of interest were normalized against two reference genes selected using BestKeeper: 

PPIA and RPC53.26  The relative expression levels were calculated using the comparative 

method (ΔΔCq) and gene expression was normalized using flat Si sample as control. For each 

condition, three biological samples were tested, for which four technical replicates were done. 

 

Table 1. Primers used for RT-qPCR assays. 

 Gene Primer sequence Amplicon / bp 

Reference 

genes 

RPC53 
5'-ACCCTGGCTGACCTGACAGA-3' (Forward) 

71 
5'-AGGAGTTGCACCCTTCCAGA-3' (Reverse) 

PPIA 
5'-CGGGTCCTGGCATCTTGT-3' (Forward) 

81 
5'-CAGTCTTGGCAGTGCAGATGA-3' (Reverse) 

Genes of 

interest 

Runx2 
5’-AAGTGCGGTGCAAACTTTCT-γ’ (Forward) 

90 
5’-TCTCGGTGGCTGGTAGTGA-γ’ (Reverse) 

COLIA1 
5'-ACATGTTCAGCTTTGTGGACC-3' (Forward) 

117 
5'-TGATTGGTGGGATGTCTTCGT-3' (Reverse) 

OCN 
5'-GACTGTGACGAGTTGGCTGA-3' (Forward) 

119 
5'-CTGGAGAGGAGCAGAACTGG-3' (Reverse) 

 

Statistical analysis. All data are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean, except if 

stated otherwise. Statistical analyses were performed using MatLab (MathWorks, USA) in the 

case of SEM data, NanoScope Analysis (Bruker, USA) for AFM data, CFX Maestro Software 

(Bio-Rad, USA) for RT-qPCR data, and GraphPad Prism (USA) for immunofluorescence data. 

Significant differences were considered for p-values < 0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Nanopillar fabrication. The experimental strategy to obtain nanopillar arrays was based on 

the process developed by Krishnamoorthy.13 Spin-coating of the PS-b-P2VP reverse micelle 

solutions on thoroughly cleaned substrates allowed the creation of organized, hexagonally 

distributed templates on 4 inch wafers, without the need for any further solvent annealing 

processing. The possibility of creating highly controlled nanoarrays on full wafers was one of the 

main considerations behind the choice of this process. hMSC culture and characterization 

required the utilization of hundreds of chips to ensure that experiments were reproducible and 

that statistically relevant results were obtained.   

The use of BCPs of different molecular weights (Mw) and block ratios allowed the fabrication 

of arrays of varying characteristic dimensions, as shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, the 

dependence of the array periodicity on evaporation speeds and solution concentrations was also 

used to arrive at desired pitch. Average feature diameter was determined for each condition over 

full wafer area by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and the corresponding center-to-center 

distances, and feature densities by atomic force microscope (AFM), as summarized in Table 2.  

 

Figure 1. Representative AFM images of BCP templates A, B, and C. Scale bar 400 nm. 
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Table 2. Average characteristic dimensions of the produced BCP reverse micelle arrays. For 

simplicity, the arrays were labelled as A, B, and C. (Values represented as mean ± standard 

deviation) 

Label Mw / kg/mol Spin speed / rpm Diameter / nm Periodicity / nm 

A 148-b-195 2000 64 ± 6 135 ± 14 

B 148-b-195 5000 60 ± 8 197 ± 23 

C 55-b-50 5000 52 ± 4 68 ± 4 

 

A small variation in periodicity, as well as a deviation from the expected hexagonal packing 

was observed during SEM characterization across the wafer surface, as depicted in Table 3, 

primarily due to different speeds of solvent evaporation during substrate coating. Nonetheless, 

the impact of such deviations on the full samples was within the range observed in previous 

studies, so it could be disregarded during the subsequent steps.13,27 Another interesting parameter 

to evaluate was the density of micelles on the surface, also presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Coefficients of variation (CV) for feature diameter and periodicity across wafers, 

percentage of features in a correct hexagonal packing, and density of features for the two BCP 

coated at 5000 rpm on 4 inch wafers.  

Mw / kg/mol Region CV diameter CV periodicity 
Coordination 

number 6 
Density/ μm-2 

55-b-50 

Center 11% 12% 51% 115 

Mid 9% 10% 65% 136 

Edge 8% 11% 58% 106 

148-b-195 

Center 12% 12% 62% 26 

Mid 12% 10% 54% 22 

Edge 10% 12% 57% 21 

 

Post etching characterization of the patterned wafers showed slight differences in feature 

dimensions from the initial ones. Once more, SEM was performed at full wafer scale to 

investigate the final characteristics of the nanopillar samples. These results are summarized in 

Table 4, and Figure 2 shows a detailed SEM view for a better comparison of all arrays. Wafers 

were subsequently treated with hydrofluoric acid and diced into 1 cm2 chips to be compatible 

with ordinary cell culture systems.  
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Table 4. Average characteristic dimensions of the produced nanopillar arrays. Labels A,B,C 

were defined in Table 3. Labels 40/80 correspond to feature height. 

Label Diameter / nm Periodicity / nm Height / nm 

A40 105 ± 14 137 ± 14 42 ± 6 

A80 105 ± 14 141 ± 12 75 ± 6 

B40 102 ± 10 196 ± 23 39 ± 3 

B80 104 ± 13 201 ± 23 82 ± 6 

C40 58 ± 4 70 ± 2 47 ± 4 

C80 54 ± 5 73 ± 3 85 ± 5 
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Figure 2. Details of SEM micrographs of nanopillar samples. Columns labels correspond to the 

labels A, B, C referred before. Lines 40 and 80 correspond to pillar heights of 40 nm or 80 nm 

respectively. Scale bar 200 nm. 

 

Since it is known that cells are able to sense and respond to not only surface topography, but 

also to its chemistry, samples were characterized be XPS in order to verify that the surface 

chemistry to which hMSCs would be subjected to was the same for all arrays.28,29 The results 

obtained after peak fitting are summarized in Table 5. 
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Table 5. XPS characterization results of samples from all the topography conditions. 

Element Bond eV 
Atomic % 

F A40 A80 B40 B80 C40 C80 

Si 

Si0 98.9-99.3 50.3 42.9 41.6 46.6 45.5 38.2 42.9 

SiOC3 101.7-101.9 2.1 2.5 3.4 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.6 

SiO2C2, SiO3C 102.7-103.1 5.6 9.1 7.7 8.0 8.3 11.2 9.5 

C 

C-C 284.7-285.0 10.3 12.2 14.4 12.3 12.0 12.6 12.9 

C-O 286.2-286.5 3.2 2.8 3.3 3.4 3.0 3.4 3.7 

COOH 288.7-289.2 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.4 

N N-C-Ox 401.7-401.8 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 

O O-C 532.2-532.6 27.6 29.6 28.7 26.8 28.6 31.8 28.5 

 

 

Immunofluorescence. Immunofluorescence assays were primarily performed to evaluate the 

expression of proteins known to be related with differentiation into the osteoblastic lineage 

(Runx2, OPN). The role and temporal expression of the selected markers during hMSC 

differentiation have been extensively studied previously, which makes them good tools for the 

understanding of cell response to the fabricated nanostructured materials.25,30 Since Runx2 is 

expressed in an early stage of differentiation into osteoblastic lineage, and OPN in a later phase, 

it could be possible to investigate to which extent the nanostructured samples were able to favor 

hMSC differentiation towards osteogenic lineage. Additionally, osteoblastic differentiation of 

hMSCs from a young and an old donor was characterized, to investigate possible variations 

between donors due to nanotopography. 
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hMSC commitment to the osteoblastic lineage was characterized after 2 weeks of culture on 

the nanopatterned surfaces in basal media (an example of marker expression on a flat silicon 

substrate is represented in Figure 3). Fluorescence signal for each nanoarray was compared 

between topographies, and the results were normalized to a flat control for simplicity (Figure 4).  

  

 

Figure 3. Example of immunofluorescence images obtained for the characterization of Runx2 

and OPN expression (nucleus marked with DAPI) for understanding of intracellular distribution 

of these proteins on flat silicon. (Scale bar 15 μm).  
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Figure 4. Fluorescence intensity related with the expression of markers for osteoblastic 

differentiation of hMSCs after 2 weeks of culture on the nanostructured Si samples in basal 

medium was normalized against flat Si (F) control. (i) Expression in cells from young donor. (ii) 

Expression in cells from old donor. (* represents significant differences from F, + from A40, ■ 

from A80,  from B40, and ● from B80)  
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Expression of markers was found to be markedly different for cells from the two donors. 

Regarding the expression of the early osteogenic marker Runx2, hMSCs from a young donor 

(Figure 4i) show a very high signal for the pattern A80 when compared with the remaining 

conditions (2.2 fold higher signal compared with F), whereas in the case of the old donor (Figure 

4ii) the highest Runx2 signal was observed on B80 samples (1.2 fold compared with control). 

This tendency was in agreement with the expression of the late differentiation marker studied 

(OPN). In Figure 4i, the fluorescence observed for young cells grown on A80 and C40 samples 

was similar to the fluorescence observed on control. However, all other nanostructures showed a 

lower signal than the flat control. The population of cells from an old donor had a very 

heterogeneous expression of OPN (Figure 4ii). Only significant differences were observed 

between F and B80, and B80 and C80. Expression on B80 pattern is approximately twice the 

signal observed on the control, which was consistent with the trend observed for Runx2. 

To assess if the nanotopographies could potentially be used for the control of differentiation 

towards chondrocyte or adipocyte lineages, immunofluorescence assays were performed in 

parallel for cells from a young donor. Sox9 and type II collagen (COL2A1) were selected as 

markers of chondrogenic differentiation, whereas PPAR-  and adiponectin were selected as 

markers of adipogenic differentiation of MSCs.30,31 No expression was observed regarding the 

adipogenic markers on any topography after 2 weeks (data not shown), indicating that the 

selected nanoarrays are not suitable to guide hMSC differentiation towards adipogenic lineage. 

On the other hand, immunostaining for chondrogenic markers indicated that the pattern B80 was 

particularly efficient on the enhancement of chondrogenic differentiation of hMSCs, as 

represented in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Normalized fluorescence intensity observed hMSCs cultured for 2 weeks on 

nanotopographies related with the expression with Sox9 and COL2A1, the chondrogenic markers 

selected. Fluorescence was normalized against the flat control for simplicity of analysis. 

 

RT-qPCR. Although it is not possible to ensure an accurate correlation between protein and 

gene expression, the selection of conditions for RT-qPCR assays was based on the previously 

obtained immunofluorescence results. The difficulties in correlating mRNA and protein 

expression are mainly due to variations in mRNA translation efficiency (which depends on 

ribosome density and their occupancy levels), protein stability, as well as experimental errors 

and noise associated to the assays.32,33 Nevertheless, since RT-qPCR experiments require a large 

amount of transcriptome, and it was necessary to pool cells from 4 cm2 (four samples for each 

condition), it was decided that gene expression would only be evaluated for the conditions 

granting the best results for osteogenic differentiation in immunofluorescence. As different 

tendencies were observed for cells from young and old donors, the best condition after the 

interpretation of immunofluorescence results for the young donor, i.e., A80, and for the old 

donor, that is, B80 were selected for the subsequent studies. 
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After 2 weeks of culture on the selected nanopatterns, the differentiation stage of the cells was 

investigated. The expression of genes known to be expressed during early (Runx2, COL1A1) 

and late (OCN) stages of differentiation of hMSCs into osteoblasts was quantified to further 

investigate differences on the impact of the nanotopographies on hMSC differentiation (Figure 

6).  

 

 

Figure 6. Normalized gene expression (ΔΔCq method) of Runx2, COL1A1, and OCN in hMSCs 

after 2 weeks of culture in basal medium on the nanostructured samples, taking the flat Si surface 

(F) as control. (n=4). * represents significant differences from F. 

 

RT-qPCR results were in agreement with the trendlines observed by immunofluorescence. 

Concerning hMSCs from a young donor, Runx2 expression was significantly higher on 

nanostructured samples, especially for the A80 condition. Similarly, the expression of COL1A1, 

an early differentiation marker as Runx2, appeared to be enhanced on the nanotopographies, 

though the difference from control was not significant for the confidence interval selected. As 
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COL1A1 is a protein characteristic of the ECM, it can be concluded that within each cell group, 

the rate of ECM production is variable, which contributes for the large error bars observed for 

the expression of COL1A1 after 2 weeks. OCN expression was comparable on the three 

substrates. It is therefore reasonable to deduce that, after 2 weeks, these cells were in an early 

osteoblastic differentiation stage.  

On the other hand, cells from an older donor were able to differentiate faster on nanostructured 

surfaces than younger cells. In this case, OCN was over-expressed on nanostructured samples 

compared with the flat control, whereas the expression of Runx2 and COL1A1 were similar for 

all conditions. Such results indicate that the expression of Runx2 and COL1A1 (early markers of 

differentiation) is reduced on nanostructured samples, indicating that cells are in more 

differentiated stage towards osteoblasts.  
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DISCUSSION 

Nanoscale topographies. The modification of material properties, namely surface chemistry, 

topography, and mechanical characteristics, has been extensively investigated for the modulation 

of cell behavior, including their proliferation, adhesion, or differentiation abilities.28,29,31–33 In 

particular, a controlled modification of the topography of a material at nanoscale has 

demonstrated to be a powerful tool to control the differentiation of hMSCs into the osteogenic 

lineage as reviewed by Donelly, or Gui.2,34 Still, the creation of nanoscale topographies using 

traditional lithographic methods used in nanoelectronics, as electron-beam and focused-ion-beam 

lithography, have inherent drawbacks including high costs and low throughput (due to the time 

required to process a small die).35 Conversely, the use of BCP templates for lithography proves 

to be a viable alternative, allowing high feature density, with dimensions down to a few 

nanometers, faster sample processing, and lower costs, since it allows the creation of organized 

templates via simple spin-coating or dip-coating of a BCP solution onto a material.35 Typically, 

after coating on a substrate, these templates undergo a step of solvent or thermal annealing above 

their glass transition temperature to improve the ordering of the domains on the surface.14,27,36 

Such step is very time-consuming, and can actually lead some non-uniformity across large 

surface areas, as full wafers (since every extra step of a process introduces a degree of 

uncertainty). Thus, in this study, reverse micelles of PS-b-P2VP were prepared in a selective 

solvent and used for lithography right after spin-coating, as described by Krishnamoorthy.13 

Nanoscale pillar arrays were successfully created on full wafers making use of BCP self-

assembly properties and common nanofabrication techniques used in electronic applications. 

These arrays show low variability of their characteristic dimensions across the wafer surface, and 

high process reproducibility. It was possible to control each geometric variable (diameter, 
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spacing, height) independently in steps down to 5% of their mean value. These patterns can 

possibly be applied on different surfaces, namely non-planar, or soft polymeric materials, 

through the simple application of nanoimprint lithography, which allows a fast imprinting of the 

negative of the pattern on a resin that can be used as mask to etch the underlying substrate. 

Although the processing time was reduced following the current approach, several parameters 

were carefully controlled to decrease variability of the coatings. Nevertheless, once the set of 

variables was fine-tuned for the expected arrays, sample processing time was considerably 

shorter than the alternative approaches previously referred, and reproducible pillars arrays on full 

wafers were produced for subsequent use in cell culture. 

The fact that it is known that hMSCs are able to sense differences in topography of a few 

nanometers, along with the need to replicate the cell studies to investigate statistically relevant 

cell responses, required the fabrication of highly reproducible and controlled nanoarrays on full 

wafers to have a sufficient number of nanostructured samples for cell culture. To the extent of 

our knowledge, there are no published studies on modulation of hMSC differentiation via 

nanoscale topographies on silicon. Investigation of hMSC response to similar nanoscale 

topographies has been more commonly reported on titanium dioxide or polymeric surfaces.20,23,37 

Still, the fabricated Si nanostructures can potentially be interesting model surfaces for bone 

disease studies. 

 

Investigation of hMSC response. Nanopillars of cylindrical shape (ensured by the use of a 

hard mask and highly controlled etching conditions) hexagonally distributed over a large surface 

(4 inch wafers) were obtained for hMSC studies.  The possibility of controlling the 

characteristics of the fabricated arrays paved the way for the investigation of not only the most 
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interesting range of dimensions of the nanofeatures able to favor hMSC osteogenic 

differentiation, but also which geometrical variable (diameter, spacing, height) would have more 

influence on this specific cell response.  

The results obtained indicate that the geometries selected can promote osteogenic 

differentiation in a faster/greater extent than flat silicon surfaces. Still, differences in hMSC 

response to the patterns were observed between young and old donors. Whereas after 2 weeks of 

cell culture, younger cells show increased expression of osteogenic markers on A80 samples 

(diameter 100 nm, height 80 nm, spacing 140 nm), old cells seem to differentiate faster on B80 

patterns (same diameter and height, but larger spacing of 200 nm). Despite the difference in 

spacing, it can be concluded that hMSCs are more prone to undergo osteoblastic differentiation 

when cultured on Si nanopillars of larger dimensions (diameter 100 nm) than on pillars of 

smaller diameter (50 nm). Such result is in accordance with the work of de Peppo et al., who 

observed that larger nanofeature dimensions favor cell adhesion, spreading, and osteogenic 

differentiation of hMSCs.23 Still, it is important to note that the substrate material were different 

(titanium vs. silicon in the present work), and that, contrary to that study, in the present work, 

cells were always kept in a basal medium, without any further supplementation, as 

dexamethasone or -glycerophosphate to induce osteodifferentiation. The utilization of basal 

media allowed the investigation of the influence of the material topography alone. Cells are not 

restricted to the differentiation into one lineage, but they can also proliferate maintaining their 

stemness, or differentiate into other lineages. On the contrary, the use of an osteogenic 

differentiation medium constrains cell differentiation to this specific lineage. In this case the 

effect of topography would be observed on the differentiation rate, with cells demonstrating a 

faster commitment towards the osteoblastic lineages on specific materials. Still, it would be 
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necessary to accurately deconvolute the effects of topography and induction medium on cell 

behavior, including several control samples, which can be simplified using a basal medium for 

the whole experiment. 

Immunofluorescence results indicate that the population of cells from a younger donor is 

considerably more homogeneous than from older donor, which can be noticed especially by the 

length or error bars for OPN expression. hMSCs from the old donor show rather longer error 

bars, evidencing that the expression of OPN diverges within this cell population. Nonetheless, 

RT-qPCR results confirm that hMSCs from the old donor are undergoing osteoblastic 

differentiation, notably on the selected nanostructures. Cells cultured on the nanostructures show 

a significantly increased expression of OCN gene than cells cultured on flat control. Moreover, 

since the earlier differentiation markers were expressed at similar levels on all surfaces, it can be 

concluded that cells from the old donor were in a late stage of differentiation of MSCs into 

osteoblasts.25 On the other hand, RT-qPCR indicated that cells from a younger donor were 

differentiating preferentially on nanostructured surfaces. Yet, after 2 weeks, these cells were still 

in an early stage of differentiation and would need a longer time in culture to reach the stage of 

differentiation of older hMSCs. An extra time point for a longer time in culture would be 

important to confirm such conclusion. A decrease in the expression of the early markers for A80 

and B80 along with an increase of OCN would then be expected. Moreover, the observation of 

changes in cell morphology during differentiation process could be a relevant approach to further 

confirm cell differentiation on the different topographies.  

Regarding the investigation of chondrogenic commitment, immunofluorescence showed that 

features with large diameter and height, and with increased separation (B80) would be the more 

adequate for the promotion of chondrogenic differentiation of hMSCs from a young donor. To 
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the extent of our knowledge, MSC differentiation into chondrocytes on 2D surfaces without any 

biochemical modification is hardly feasible.38 Stimulation of chondrogenesis in vitro is normally 

achieved using hydrogels (3D) or 2D substrates coated with chondroitin, for instance.2,38 Further 

investigation of the possibility of using the nanopillar arrays prepared for studies of hMSC 

differentiation towards chondrogenic lineage would be of great interest. It is also worth noting 

that the alterations in ability to differentiate of hMSCs with age. Although hMSCs from a young 

donor were more prone to commit towards chondrogenic lineage when cultured on B80 arrays, 

the hMSCs from an older donor registered higher expression of osteogenic markers on the same 

arrays.  

We believe that the cell seeding protocol followed in the present study is more adequate for the 

investigation of the impact of nanoscale topographies on cell behavior than the approaches 

previously reported.  Contrary to most protocols found in literature, where hMSCs are seeded on 

materials in media with serum, here cells are seeded and incubated during the first 4 hours in 

medium without serum.20,23,39 Therefore, cells have time to interact directly with the 

nanostructures, whereas if the medium was supplemented with any sera, proteins would adsorb 

firstly and very rapidly on the material surface, and cells would adhere to the material coated 

with proteins. In the latter case, it is important to note that the adsorption of proteins causes not 

only a change in surface chemistry (that is also known to have an impact on hMSC behavior), 

but also in surface topography, since the features and proteins have comparable dimensions. 

These changes demand further characterization of the surface, which can be very troublesome, as 

protein adsorption cannot be accurately controlled. To avoid such complications, cells can 

simply be incubated during the first hours after seeding in a medium without proteins, as 

described here.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

Periodic nanopillar arrays with precise and independent control over diameter, height and 

periodicity were fabricated by pattern-transfer of self-assembled BCP colloidal templates into 

silicon substrates. The approach for nanofabrication provided unique advantage of high-

throughput production of nanotopographies needed for cell-culture, with no compromise on the 

resolution and quality of samples. The nanopillar arrays are found to enhance osteogenic 

differentiation of hMSCs, which in turn was found to be dependent on the age of the donor.  

While cells from young donors showed greatest level of differentiation on large pillar arrays with 

small pitch, those from an older donor were augmented on large pillars with larger pitch. Further 

study of the influence of age on differentiation potential, in parallel with a more exhaustive of 

the influence of nanoscale structures on the behavior of hMSC from patients of various ages can 

contribute for the advance of personalized cell therapies, and in particular for the treatment of 

bone diseases and defects.   
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